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VOCABULARY IMPROVEMENT 

Association in Words and Definitions 

Four (4) Quick Tips: 

1. Use substitute words to understand complex concepts.  

2. Use your imagination to create vivid mental images or pictures of the idea.  

3. Think of words that sounds like it.  

4. Search or create a sentence using the word. 

 

Activity: Remembering Words and Definitions (Recall Sheet) 

 

WORD DEFINITION  WORD DEFINITION 

 A sudden desire    
Decorative border at the 
ceiling 

 Diverse or Variety   Exaggerated statements 

 Greatly shocked   
Modern, innovative, 
advanced 

 Honest and honorable   
Short amount, supply 
shortage 

 Loud irritating noise   Have a good judgement 

 Strong wood or metal post   Humble or shy 

 Grow in a healthy way   Large amount of something 

 Explain elaborately to clarify   Very plain and simple style 

 Perfect example   To leave a place quickly 

 A total failure   Light or set on fire 
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PUBLIC SPEAKING TIPS 

 

 

 STAR Principle 

 

   S – State a Question 

 T – Tell a Story  

  A – Ask Questions / Open Forum 

  R – Recite a Quotation 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Be confident.  Conquer the fear of speaking in front.   

Think of the audience as your frog or lab rat.  You are the Authority 

in that topic and No one knows the subject matter better than you.” 

 – Coach AB Bonita 

 



 

 

RANDOM WORDS 

1  11  21  

2  12  22  

3  13  23  

4  14  24  

5  15  25  

6  16  26  

7  17  27  

8  18  28  

9  19  29  

10  20  30  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BODY LANGUAGE 

1. Crossed Arms and Legs  

2. Gesturing while Speaking 

3. Raised arms show excitement and happiness.  

4.    Hands on the hips can be interpreted as authority and superiority.  

5. Shifting weight from one foot to the other can be seen as anxiety.  

6. Fidgeting can show discomfort and restlessness.  

7. Clasped hands with interwoven fingers can indicate anxiety and frustration.  

8. Genuine smiles light up the eyes.  

9. Raised eyebrows can be a sign of discomfort or surprise.   

10. Massaging one’s forehead or rubbing one’s legs show uneasiness.  

11. Good posture projects confidence.  

12. Torso turned away shows disinterest.  

13. Clenched jaws and a tightened neck is a sign of stress.  

14. Pursed lips are a sign of discomfort.  

15.        Shaking legs while sitting signals anxiety.  

16. Hands behind the back show confidence.  

17. Excessive nodding can be a sign of anxiety.  

18. Tilting the head can indicate interest in the conversation.  

19. Nail picking suggests timidity or anxiety.  

20. The effects of eye contact.  

21. The walk defines the person.  

 

 

 


